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number. With Contacts, I managed to do this only with contacts that are filtered and I already tried with non-filtered accounts as well but it always returns an empty list. The function I
wrote is as follow: def get_contact_by_phone(data): contacts = Contacts.new(body=data) result = contacts.search() for r in result.contacts: fullname = r.name phone_number = r.phone

print fullname print phone_number print "-------------------------------" print id(r) print id(r.phone) if(id(r.phone)!= id(r.phone.raw_data)): id_filtered = r.id return id_filtered with
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records in list I've been looking for help on how to do this, I searched a lot, just to find answers to the other question I've asked but cannot adapt them to my situation. I have a list(string)
with multiple items where I want to insert a new record and update multiple records. Ideally, I want it to work in more than one condition. For example, I have conditions on the list(string)

as 1st item has condition 1 2nd has condition 2 I have a row(string) which has different IDs for each condition. For example, for the first item, I will have something like the following for the
new records: condition 1(1st item in the list) ID 1 type 1 condition 2(2nd item) ID 2 type 2 I have tried using Linq to insert the new row with many different syntaxes. In a nutshell, I tried

using the following: var result = (from row in lists where ((row == "1st item" && condition1)) || ((row == "2nd item" && condition2)) select row).ToList(); I know that is wrong syntax
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